Oberlin College Racism Hoax
Will Cost the Liberal School
$11.2 Million
Ohio: Oberlin College was hit with a $11.2 million blow out
verdict after its students and faculty falsely accused
Gibson’s Bakery of racial profiling following a 2016 incident
involving three black Oberlin students who claimed they were
victims of racism even though one was caught openly
shoplifting and trying to use a fake ID to buy alcohol.
Oberlin College faculty and students engaged in a series of
protests against the bakery, urged people to boycott, and
Oberlin’s vice president and dean of students, Meredith
Raimondo, made a flyer accusing the store of regularly racial
profiling its customers.

Oberlin College was hit with a $11.2 million verdict on Friday
after its students and faculty falsely accused Gibson’s Bakery
of engaging in racial profiling.

The Lorain County, Ohio jury found that the notoriously
liberal college
and its vice president and dean of students, Meredith
Raimondo,

“interfered with business relationships and libeled” Gibson’s,
a
family-owned bakery, as well as its owners, David Gibson and
his son
Allyn, according to the Chronicle-Telegram.

The college itself was found to have “inflicted emotional
distress” on business owners. $5.8 million went to David.
Allyn received $3 million, and the bakery itself received $2.2
million.

The Chronicle-Telegram reported:

The
jury found in favor of David Gibson on both counts of libel
against the
college and Raimondo. The jurors blamed only the college for
intentional infliction of emotional distress to David Gibson,
clearing
Raimondo on that count.
The jurors ruled in the same manner for the libel and
infliction of emotional distress involving Allyn W. Gibson.
The
jury also found for the bakery on counts of libel against
both the
college and Raimondo. Raimondo was held responsible for
interference of
business relationships while the college was cleared.

“All
the Gibsons ever wanted was for the truth to come out,” said

Gibson
family attorney Lee Plakas. “All they ever asked from the
beginning,
from Oberlin College, was to use its power and influence and
might to
tell the truth, and that letter never came. But the jury sent
the letter
that was louder and more visible and more public. I think the
Gibson
family is grateful for that and grateful for the jury to have
the
courage to be able to send a letter that no one else would
send for the
last almost three years.” (RELATED: The 11 Most Absurd
Discoveries From The New Yorker’s Oberlin College Expose)

The
lawsuit stemmed from a 2016 incident involving three black
Oberlin
students who claimed they were victims of racial profiling
even though
one was caught openly shoplifting and trying to use a fake ID
to buy
alcohol. When Allyn Gibson followed the student out of the
store and
confronted him, “the two got into a physical altercation,” the
Chronical-Telegram reported. When the two other students
joined in,
police said all three were hitting Allen Gibson, who was on
the ground.
All three students pleaded guilty to misdemeanor charges and
denied that
Allyn’s actions were racially motivated in August 2017.

Read full article here…

Climate Realist Bjorn Lomborg
Debunks Democrats’ Radical
Environmental Plans
YOURCOMMENTSHERE

Elizabeth Warren has ascended in recent Democratic
presidential polls atop a growing stack of audacious proposals
to wipe out student debt, break up giant companies like Amazon
and Facebook, and slap new taxes on the ultra-rich.

Yet the senator from Massachusetts is taking a different
approach to
the climate crisis, weaving a patchwork that will likely
amount to
Warren’s answer to the Green New Deal.

In February, Warren co-sponsored the Green New Deal resolution
that
Democratic Senator Ed Markey of Massachusetts and Democratic

Representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez of New York
introduced. In
April, Warren released a public lands plan, promising to sign
executive
orders to ban new fossil fuel leases on federal acres and
demarcate more
areas for renewable energy. In May, she outlined a plan to
dramatically slash emissions generated by the U.S. military,
one of the world’s biggest polluters.

On Tuesday, the Warren campaign released its most
comprehensive
climate plan yet, a $2 trillion package that commits the
federal
government to spend $150 billion a year over the next decade
on
low-carbon technology, increases energy research funding
tenfold, and
funds a $100 billion Green Marshall Plan to aid the poorer
countries
projected to suffer the worst as global temperatures rise.

In modeling her proposals on the post-World War II Marshall
Plan aid
package that helped rebuild Western Europe, Warren takes stock
of the
global nature of the crisis.

“The climate crisis demands immediate and bold action,” Warren
wrote in a Medium post
that appeared on Tuesday morning. “Like we have before, we
should bank
on American ingenuity and American workers to lead the global
effort to

face down this threat — and create more than a million good
jobs here at
home.”

The plan would add a quarter million jobs in 2020, with
employment up 1.2 million by 2029, according to an analysis by
Moody’s.

The proposal came out the same day Joe Biden, who is leading
in the polls for the Democratic nomination, released his $5
trillion climate plan, embracing the Green New Deal.

Read full article here…

Hundreds of Migrants from
Africa
Who
Speak
French
Landed in San Antonio
African migrants began illegally crossing the South Texas
border at the end of May and by June 5, more than 500 African

migrants had crossed illegally in this single port at the Del
Rio Sector in less than a week. Just before the illegal
crossings began, hundreds of African migrants gathered near an
international bridge in Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas, to protest
not being allowed entry into the US through a legal port of
entry, complaining that Cuban migrants were being given
preferential treatment. It is unknown who is funding the
migration of Africans. Critics are concerned about disease as
there has been an outbreak of Ebola in the Congo.

San Antonio officials scrambled this week to find Frenchspeaking volunteers to help with hundreds of Congolese
migrants arriving in the Alamo City.

“We didn’t get a heads up,” Interim Assistant City Manager Dr.
Collen Bridger told KEN 5 after a group of 350 Congolese
migrants arrived in the city unexpectedly. “When we called
Border Patrol to confirm, they said, ‘yea another 200 to 300
from the Congo and Angola will be coming to San Antonio.’”

Bridger told the local CBS affiliate that they are looking for
volunteers who can speak French. “If you speak primarily
French and can
come spend six, seven, eight hours, that would be really
helpful,”
Bridger explained.

The City of San Antonio apparently expected to be able to move
the
Congolese migrants along to Portland, Maine. “When we reached
out to

Portland Maine they said, ‘Please don’t send us any more.
We’re already
stretched way beyond our capacity,” Bridger stated. Instead,
the City is
now attempting to locate other localities that will accept
these
migrants.

South and central African migrants began illegally crossing
the South Texas border on May 30 when 117 migrants
from the Republic of the Congo, the Democratic Republic of the
Congo,
and Angola crossed in the Del Rio Sector. By June 5, more than
500
African migrants had crossed illegally in this single Border
Patrol
sector, Breitbart News reported.

In a press call on Wednesday afternoon, Brian Hastings, U.S.
Border
Patrol Chief of Law Enforcement Operations, told reporters
this was the
first large group “ever recorded in Border Patrol history
solely from
Central and South Africa. We’ve never seen that demographic in
a large
group of that size before.”

Two weeks before the illegal crossings began in the Del Rio
Sector,
hundreds of African migrants gathered near an international
bridge in
Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas, to protest not being allowed entry
into the

U.S. through a legal port of entry, Breitbart News reported.
The group complained that Cuban migrants are being given
preferential treatment.

Read full article here…

Additional source:

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2019/06/hundreds-of-illegal-a
liens-from-ebola-stricken-congo-dumped-in-the-streets-of-sanantonio/

Mexico
Protects
Border
Following
Trump’s
Tariff
Threat. Immigration Expert
Exposes Who Is Driving Mass
Migration.

Mexico is deploying its military to its border with Guatemala
to stop people from flooding the US border after President
Trump threatened to impose a 5% tariff on all Mexican
products. Hector Garza, the Vice President of the National
Border Patrol Council, said that two NGO organizers were
arrested in Mexico and are responsible for much of the
suffering of migrants because they made false promises to
them. Garza also said that the Mexican federal police had
actually escorting caravans to the US border.
.
In April, Mr. Garza wrote that the crisis at the southern
border is no accident and he blamed efforts by liberal
activists to encourage massive illegal immigration to
overwhelm America’s southern border. Pueblo Sin Fronteras, or
“People Without Borders,” have worked feverishly behind the
scenes to keep the caravans coming, and is linked with the
international Quaker movement, historical Democratic Party
donors and US government bureaucrats.

by Hector Garza – April 19, 2019

The crisis at the southern border is no accident. It’s the
intentional result of deliberate efforts by liberal activists
to
encourage illegal immigration on a massive scale.

Right now, the “mother of all caravans” is reportedly forming
in
Central America, with the Mexican government predicting that
more than
20,000 people will eventually join the human convoy as it
traverses
thousands of miles in the rising springtime temperatures of
Mexico on
its way to the U.S. border.

The anticipated mass of illegal immigrants in that caravan
will only exacerbate an already-dire situation for our Border
Patrol agents, whose resources have already been stretched to
the “breaking point” by a surge of border-crossers. More than
100,000 illegal immigrants were apprehended in March alone,
and at the current pace, at least 1.2 million people will have
crossed the border illegally by the end of 2019.

Former Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen said that
DHS is treating the situation as a “Cat 5 hurricane disaster.”

Even Barack Obama’s right-hand man on immigration recently
labeled the situation as a crisis.

“By anyone’s definition, by any measure, right now we have a
crisis
at our southern border,” former Department of Homeland
Security
Secretary Jeh Johnson said, noting that “there were 4,000
apprehensions
in one day alone this past week.”

While the surge isn’t being fueled exclusively by caravans, a
large
proportion of the illegal immigrants now being apprehended at
the border
arrive in “family groups” – a designation that Border Patrol
agents say
is vulnerable to exploitation by human smugglers pretending to
be the
parents of minor children in order to gain faster and easier
access to
the U.S.

In just the first five months of fiscal year 2019, at least 70
groups
of 100 or more illegal immigrants have been apprehended,
compared to 13
in FY 2018 and just two in FY 2017.

We are also experiencing an epidemic of “asylum” claims
because most
of the illegal immigrants now arriving at the border have been
coached
to recite specific statements that trigger automatic asylum
hearings.
Those hearings are often scheduled for months or even years in
the
future, and in the meantime, the claimants are able to roam
freely in
American communities.

The outside assistance that is helping illegal immigrants who
arrive
individually or in small groups to navigate loopholes in our
immigration
laws, however, is nothing compared to the logistical demands
of
organizing thousands of migrants into a single caravan. Every
person in a
migrant caravan needs food, water, and other basic necessities
for the
duration of a journey that can last weeks or months, and
requires them
to endure some of the most inhospitable terrain and climates
known to
man. Healthcare, tents, and other provisions also cost money.

Since the migrants themselves are said to be fleeing economic
deprivation in their home countries, the money to keep the
caravans
moving must come from somewhere else.

Videos such as the one uncovered last year showing handfuls of
cash
being handed out to members of a previous migrant caravan
speak for
themselves. But who’s doing the organizing?

The New York Times would have you believe that the mass exodus
is
happening organically, suggesting in an October article that
word of
mouth turned a group that originally numbered less than 200
migrants
into a full-fledged caravan of more than 4,000 people. While
the Times
acknowledged that unnamed “advocacy groups” had sponsored
previous
caravans as a way of drawing attention to their cause, it
noted that “no
group has claimed
particular]
caravan.”
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The Times, however, is only partially correct. While no single
group
is in charge of orchestrating the migrant crisis, groups such
as Pueblo
Sin Fronteras, or “People Without Borders,” have worked
feverishly
behind the scenes to keep the caravans coming – a fact that

even The
Washington Post and L.A. Times had to admit.

A separate investigative report revealed that Pueblo Sin
Fronteras is
linked with “the international Quaker movement, historical
Democratic
Party donors, U.S. government bureaucrats, and perhaps even a
senior
Mexican diplomat.”

Read full article here…

Additional source:

In Mexico, police arrested two prominent immigration rights
activists Wednesday. Cristóbal Sánchez was arrested by six
plainclothes police officers outside his home in Mexico City
and driven away in an unmarked car. And in the border town of
Sonoyta, Sonora, police detained Irineo Mujica, director of
the organization Pueblos Sin Fronteras, or People Without
Borders. In a statement, the group called both arrests illegal
and said the activists were targeted by the Mexican government
for their humanitarian aid work with asylum seekers. Mujica
has worked closely with Scott Warren, a humanitarian aid
volunteer with the group No More Deaths in Tucson, Arizona,
who faces up to 20 years in prison for providing water, clean
clothes and beds to two asylum seekers in the Sonoran Desert.
On Wednesday, Scott Warren told a jury at his trial his
actions were motivated by three intentions: relief of
suffering, respect for human dignity, and the right to selfdetermination.

https://www.democracynow.org/2019/6/6/headlines/mexican_police
_arrest_immigration_activists_cristobal_sanchez_and_irineo_muj
ica

Mayor Bill De Blasio Blamed
Rise in Anti-Semitism on
White
Supremacy,
But
Attackers Are Not White
New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio blamed “forces of white
supremacy” for an attack on a group of Hasidic Jews in Crown
Heights, Brooklyn, last month, even though the actual
attackers were black. Contrary to de Blasio’s claims, an
analysis by the New York Police Department shows that white
people are the most frequent victims of hate crimes at 46% of
all cases.

New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio blamed “forces of white
supremacy” for an attack on a group of Hasidic Jews in Crown

Heights, Brooklyn, last
attackers were black.
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“It’s really clear that forces of white supremacy
have been unleashed,” the 2020 presidential candidate said. “A
lot of
folks used to be told it was unacceptable to be anti-Semitic,
it was
unacceptable to be racist and now they’re getting more
permission.”

While it is true in some cases that hate crimes involve
the narrative
of the “angry white male” wreaking havoc on marginalized
victims, the
actual statistics of New York’s police department appear to
tell another
story.

In de Blasio’s own city, NYPD crime reports cite hate-crime
victims as being “most frequently [w]hite” at 46.1% and hate
crime suspects as “most frequently Black” at 55%.

From the NYPD’s analysis:

Hate
crime victims are most frequently White (46.1%) while Black
(24.7%) and
Hispanic (20.1%) hate crime victims account for a significant
portion
of all hate crime victims. Asian/Pacific Islander hate crime
victims

(9.1%) account for the remaining portions of hate crime
victims.
Hate crime suspects are most frequently Black (55.0%), White
(23.6%) or Hispanic (20.0%). Asian/Pacific Islanders
accounted for (1.4%) of the remaining suspects.

Read full article here…

Google’s New ‘Hate Speech
Policy’
for
Censorship
Includes Banning Insults and
Criticism of Immigration
Youtube has added ‘Immigration Status’ to its list of
protected groups, which is likely to be used to stamp out
criticism of mass immigration in Western countries. Even
though America has no laws prohibiting “hate speech” and
courts have ruled repeatedly that “hate speech” is free
speech, that hasn’t stopped Big Tech monopolies from censoring
people for their political views under their own made-up

definitions. Insults and claiming a violent events are staged
false flag operations violate Google’s extreme hate speech
rules.

Google-owned YouTube on Wednesday released a list of generic
ideas and statements they will ban you for expressing under
their rapidly expanding new “hate speech policy.”
Even though America has no laws prohibiting “hate speech” and
courts have ruled repeatedly that “hate speech” is free
speech, that hasn’t stopped Big Tech monopolies from censoring
people for their political views under their own made-up
definitions.

YouTube changed their “hate speech” definitions on Wednesday
and added, among others, “immigration status” as a new
protected class.

While reading this list, you should know that it’s completely
arbitrary whether or not they choose to ban you, and as many
people learned on Wednesday, you don’t even need to have one
strike, nor actually violate any of their policies to get
banned. Merely triggering their ADL-approved AI system is
enough to get your entire channel closed, even if you’re a
journalist or an historian.

Read full article here…

